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We present a measurement of the WW production cross section using 184 pb1 of p p collisions at a
center-of-mass energy of 1.96 TeV collected with the Collider Detector at Fermilab. Using the dilepton
decay channel WW ! ‘‘ , where the charged leptons can be either electrons or muons, we find
17 candidate events compared to an expected background of 5:02:20:8 events. The resulting WW
production cross-section measurement of p p! WW  14:65:85:1stat1:83:0syst  0:9lum pb
agrees well with the standard model expectation.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.94.211801 PACS numbers: 13.38.Be, 14.70.Fm
The measurement of the W pair production cross section
in p p collisions at

s
p  1:96 TeV provides an important
test of the standard model. Anomalous WW	 and WWZ
triple gauge boson couplings [1], as well as the decays of
new particles such as Higgs bosons [2], could result in a
rate of W pair production that is larger than the standard
model cross section of 12:4 0:8 pb [3]. The first evi-
dence for W pair production was found in p p collisions by
the Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF) Collaboration at
s
p  1:8 TeV [4]. The properties of W pair production
have been extensively studied by the CERN LEP
Collaborations in ee collisions up to

s
p  209 GeV
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[5], and have been shown to be in good agreement with the
standard model. The D0 experiment has recently reported a
measurement of the W pair production cross section at
Run II of the Fermilab Tevatron [6].
In this Letter we describe a measurement of the WW
production cross section in the dilepton decay channel
WW ! ‘‘  (‘  e;), and compare the event
kinematics with standard model predictions. The signature
for WW ! ‘‘  events is two high-PT leptons and
missing transverse energy, 6ET , from the undetected neu-
trinos [7]. Jets from the hadronization of additional partons
in the event due to initial-state radiation may be present.
This analysis is based on 184 11 pb1 of data collected
by the upgraded CDF during the Tevatron Run II period.
For details of the 6% luminosity uncertainty see [8].
The CDF II detector [9] has undergone a major upgrade
since the Run I data-taking period. The Central Outer
Tracker (COT) is a large-radius cylindrical drift chamber
with 96 measurement layers organized into alternating
axial and 2
 stereo superlayers [10], and is used to
reconstruct the trajectories (tracks) of charged particles
and measure their momenta. The COT coverage extends
to jj  1. A silicon microstrip detector [11,12] provides
precise tracking information near the beam line in the
region jj< 2. The entire tracking volume sits inside a
1.4 T magnetic field. Segmented calorimeters, covering the
pseudorapidity region jj< 3:6, surround the tracking
system. The central (jj< 1) and forward (jj> 1) elec-
tromagnetic calorimeters are lead-scintillator sampling de-
vices, instrumented with proportional and scintillating strip
detectors that measure the position and transverse profile of
electromagnetic showers. The hadron calorimeters are
iron-scintillator sampling detectors. Four layers of planar
drift chambers located outside the central hadron calorim-
eters (CMU) and another set behind a 60 cm thick iron
shield (CMP) detect muons with jj< 0:6. Additional
drift chambers and scintillation counters (CMX) detect
muons in the region 0:6< jj< 1:0. Gas Cherenkov coun-
ters [13] measure the average number of inelastic p p
collisions per bunch crossing and thereby determine the
beam luminosity.
A trigger selects events with a central electron with
ET > 18 GeV, a muon with PT > 18 GeV=c, or a forward
electron with ET > 20 GeV. For forward electrons, 6ET >
15 GeV is also required.
Off-line, electron candidates are selected in the central
region by matching a well-measured track reconstructed in
the fiducial region of the COT to an energy cluster with
ET > 20 GeV deposited in the surrounding calorimeters
with identification requirements described in detail in [8].
For forward electrons (1:2< jj< 2:0), the track-energy
cluster association utilizes a calorimeter seeded silicon
tracking algorithm [14].
Muon candidates are selected off-line by demanding
PT > 20 GeV=c, energy deposition in the calorimeter con-
sistent with that of a minimum ionizing particle, and the
same requirements on the reconstructed track as for central
electrons. A tightly selected muon category requires the
COT track to extrapolate to track segments in either the
CMU and CMP chambers or the CMX chambers; a loosely
selected category requires the COT track to extrapolate to
gaps in the muon chamber coverage.
Significant backgrounds to WW production in the
dilepton decay channel include Drell-Yan events with large
6ET (mismeasured in the case of Z=	 ! ee,  or
due to ’s in the case of Z=	 ! ), W  jet=	 events
in which the jet or photon fakes a lepton, tt production, and
heavy diboson (WZ, ZZ) production.
All lepton candidates are required to be isolated in order
to suppress the background from fake leptons. To be iso-
lated, the fraction of the additional ET found in a cone with
radius R  2  2p  0:4 around the electron
(muon) must be less than 10% of the electron ET (muon
PT). The corresponding isolation requirement calculated
using track momenta is also imposed.
Candidate events are required to have two well identi-
fied, oppositely charged leptons (electrons or muons), and
are classified as ee, , or e. An event can contain at
most one loose muon. We reject events containing more
than two leptons passing all the above identification and
isolation criteria. We require events to contain no cone
radius 0.4 jets with ET > 15 GeV and jj< 2:5.
We require all candidate events to have 6ET > 25 GeV,
after the 6ET has been corrected for the escaping muon
momentum when muon candidates are present. To reduce
the likelihood of falsely reconstructed 6ET due to mismeas-
ured leptons, the 6ET direction must have an azimuthal
angle of at least 20
 from the closest lepton if the 6ET is
less than 50 GeV. To further reduce the Drell-Yan back-
ground, ee and  candidates with a dilepton invariant
mass in the Z mass region 76<M‘‘ < 106 GeV=c2 must
pass an additional requirement of 6EsigT > 3 GeV1=2. Here,





where ET is the scalar transverse energy sum
over all calorimeter towers. ET is corrected for muons in
an identical manner to the 6ET calculation.
The signal acceptance is computed using a large sample
of WW ! ‘‘  events generated using the PYTHIA
Monte Carlo program [15] and passed through a detailed
detector simulation. W !  decays are included, and
their contribution to the total acceptance is taken into
account. CTEQ5 parton distribution functions (PDF’s)
[16] are used for the signal as well as the background
Monte Carlo samples. The trigger and lepton identification
efficiencies are measured using Z! ‘‘ data [8]. The
final acceptance estimate for WW events, assuming a
branching ratio BRW ! ‘  0:1068 0:0012 [17], is
0:45 0:05%. The number of WW events expected in
the dilepton decay channels is calculated using this accep-
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tance number and a NLO (next-to-leading-order) estimate
for the total WW cross section in p p collisions at
1.96 TeV of 12:4 0:8 pb [3], using CTEQ6 PDF’s [18].
The fraction of WW events containing no recon-
structed jets (‘‘zero-jet fraction’’) is calculated using the
WW PYTHIA Monte Carlo sample and multiplied by the
ratio of zero-jet fractions measured in Drell-Yan data and
PYTHIA Drell-Yan Monte Carlo samples. This scale factor,
0:96 0:06, corrects for the underestimate of the rate of
associated jet production by a leading-order matrix ele-
ment Monte Carlo program such as PYTHIA. The corrected
zero-jet fraction for WW events is 76 5%.
The systematic uncertainty on the total acceptance for
WW events in the dilepton channel is a combination of
uncertainties on the zero-jet fraction (6%), choice of gen-
erator and parton shower model (4%), jet energy scale
(3%), lepton identification (2%), trigger efficiencies
(1%), modeling of the track isolation (4%) and 6EsigT dis-
tributions (2%), and choice of PDF (1%). We assume no
correlations between these sources of uncertainty and com-
bine them to give an overall 10% systematic uncertainty on
the WW acceptance.
The Drell-Yan background (Z=	 ! ee, ,
) is estimated using a combination of data and
Monte Carlo samples, including a large sample of
PYTHIA generated Drell-Yan events. The Drell-Yan back-
ground estimate in the e channel is entirely Monte Carlo
calculation based. The background from Z=	 !  in
all detection channels is also based on Monte Carlo calcu-
lations alone. In the like-flavor dilepton channels ee (),
the background from Z=	 ! ee (Z=	 ! ) is
estimated with a method described next that makes use of
both Monte Carlo calculations and data. The background
estimate outside the Z mass window starts by counting the
number of data events inside the Z mass window that pass
all the WW selection criteria applied outside. This
number of events is multiplied by the ratio of the number
of Drell-Yan events outside and inside the Z mass window,
estimated using Monte Carlo simulations after all out-of-
window selection criteria have been applied. The same
method is applied to estimate the background inside the
Z mass window, using the ratio of events that pass both 6ET
and 6EsigT cuts to those that fail one or both of these require-
ments. Monte Carlo is needed to estimate a significant
contamination from non-Drell-Yan events in the data
samples used in this procedure. WW events themselves
contribute to this contamination. This dependence of the
Drell-Yan background estimate on the WW cross sec-
tion, and vice versa, is resolved by iteratively finding a
common solution to both. Statistical uncertainties on the
data dominate the final systematic uncertainty on the Drell-
Yan background.
We estimate the fake lepton background contribution by
applying a PT dependent lepton fake rate to ‘ 6E d
events, where d denotes any object which could fake a
lepton. Such events must pass all other WW selection
criteria. The lepton fake rates are defined by the ratio
N‘=Nd. Objects that can fake leptons that are counted in
the denominator (Nd) are jets with ET > 20 GeV and
jj< 2 for electrons and tracks with PT > 20 GeV=c
and E=P< 1 for muons. The numerator (N‘) is the number
of objects passing all lepton identification and isolation
criteria. The lepton fake rates are determined using large
samples of jet triggered data with jet ET thresholds in the
range 20–100 GeV, correcting for the presence of real
leptons from W and Z production. The probability for an
object to fake a lepton is of the order 104 to 103 depend-
ing on the lepton type and detector region. Studies of fake
rate variations between jet samples with different trigger
thresholds and using various object definitions of objects
that can fake leptons have been performed. The estimated
systematic uncertainty on this background is 40%.
The W	 background estimate is derived using a leading-
order Monte Carlo generator for the process p p!
W	X ! ‘	X [19], which has been interfaced to
PYTHIA for the purposes of parton showering and hadroni-
zation. The sample is normalized to a NLO calculation of
the W	 cross section [20]. The W	 background that is
double counted in the fake lepton background estimate
described above is determined to be negligible.
The remaining backgrounds from tt, WZ, and ZZ pro-
duction are calculated using Monte Carlo samples gener-
ated with PYTHIA and normalized to NLO cross sections.
The background from top pair production in the dilepton
decay channel (tt! WbW b! ‘b‘  b ) is greatly
reduced by the zero-jet requirement. The background from
WZ production has two main contributions: WZ!
q q0‘‘, which is largely rejected by the zero-jet require-
ment, and WZ! ‘‘‘, which is largely rejected by the
veto on trilepton events. The background coming from ZZ
production is predominantly due to ZZ ! ‘‘ . The
final systematic uncertainty on the total background esti-
mate is approximately 45%, dominated by the uncertainty
on the Drell-Yan background.
The signal and background expectations are summa-
rized in Table I, together with the number of data events
passing the selection criteria [21]. The measured cross
section is
WW  14:65:85:1stat1:83:0syst  0:9lum pb;
where the systematic uncertainty is a combination of the
uncertainties on the signal acceptance and background
estimates. The third uncertainty corresponds to a 6% un-
certainty from the integrated luminosity measurement. The
dilepton mass and lepton transverse momenta distributions
are shown in Fig. 1. There is no evidence for statistically
significant discrepancies in either the dilepton mass or
lepton transverse momentum distributions, which could
indicate the presence of poorly estimated backgrounds or
physics beyond the standard model.
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We have performed an alternative measurement of the
WW production cross section, which tests the robust-
ness of our result in a sample with different signal and
background composition. The event selection is based on
the ‘‘lepton  track’’ analysis used for our measurement of
the tt production cross section in the dilepton channel [22].
There are two important differences between the
lepton  track analysis and our main analysis. First, one
of the two lepton candidates is required only to be an
isolated track. Second, all events must pass a 6EsigT require-
ment of 6EsigT > 5:5 GeV1=2 where, here, the ET sum is
made over all jets with ET > 5 GeV. The candidate iso-
lated track must have PT > 20 GeV=c and be in the range
jj< 1. Again, only events with no jets are considered.
The overall acceptance is 0:42% 0:05%, similar to the
acceptance for the main analysis. The increased acceptance
for dilepton events where electrons or muons pass through
gaps in the calorimetry or muon system and for single
prong hadronic decays of the  lepton from W !  is
offset by the more restrictive 6EsigT cut required to control the
larger backgrounds.
The numbers of observed events, the expected standard
model backgrounds, and the predicted WW signal are
compared for both analyses in Table II. The higher back-
ground rates for the lepton  track analysis are mainly due
to the fake lepton background contribution coming from
the isolated track. The resulting cross-section measurement
using the lepton  track selection is
WW  24:2 6:9stat5:25:7syst  1:5lum pb:
The two measurements are statistically compatible with
one another given an estimated 43% overlap in signal
acceptance. Since combining the results of these two
analyses does not result in a significant reduction of the
uncertainty, we quote as the final result of this measure-
ment the analysis with the best a priori sensitivity, which is
the analysis summarized in Table I.
In summary, we have measured theWW cross section
in p p collisions at

s
p  1:96 TeV to be 14:66:16:0 pb. This
is based on the observation of 17 events consistent with
originating from W pair production and subsequent decay
to two charged leptons, compared to a total estimated
background of 5:02:20:8 events. The measured cross section
is consistent with a NLO standard model prediction and is
corroborated by an independent lepton  track analysis.
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TABLE I. Estimated backgrounds, WW signal, and the
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12.4 pb. Systematic uncertainties are included.
ee  e
Z=	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Background 1:91:30:3 1:31:60:4 1:9 0:4
Expected WW 2:6 0:3 2:5 0:3 5:1 0:6
Total expected 4:51:40:5 3:81:60:5 7:0 0:8
Observed 6 6 5
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FIG. 1 (color online). The dilepton mass (top) and lepton
transverse momentum distribution (bottom) for the candidate
events in comparison with the standard model expectation.
Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests of these distributions yield p values
of 13% (top) and 78% (bottom).
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MAIN LTRK
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